Abstract: This study considers why Florida has been the most aggressive state in adopting school vouchers. Vouchers are consistent with Florida's tradition of aggressive educational accountability policies, arising from the state's moderate social conservatism, openness to privatization, and state demographic characteristics. Even with this fertile political soil, vouchers probably would not have been adopted without the efforts of Governor Jeb Bush. The programs also rest on a shaky legal foundation due to the state's Blaine Amendment and constitutional provisions for "public" and "uniform" schools. We conclude that state-level voucher programs in Florida and other states are on uncertain political and legal ground.
I. Introduction
In June 1999, Florida became the first state in the nation to enact a statewide school voucher program, authorizing the use of public funds for private schools.
Vouchers, like charter schools, tuition tax credits, and public school choice, provide parents with a greater role in choosing the schools their children may attend, thereby shifting control over school assignment from the school systems to parents. Together, these programs represent a general trend toward market-based accountability and, more fundamentally, a rethinking of both the objectives of public education and the best ways to attain them. In this study, we examine the adoption and design of vouchers in Florida, the state in which these trends have been most prominent.
For a number of historical, cultural, and economic reasons, the governance and funding of K-12 schooling in the U.S. has remained mainly within the public spheregovernment funds expended at government-run schools under a fairly uniform set of government regulations. One reason for the emergence and endurance of this uniform delivery model has been the unique position of the United States as a country of immigrants and the perceived need to unify a country diverse in ethnicity, language and national origin (Coleman, 1990) . It was also widely believed by many early founders of the republic that a healthy democracy required a well-educated citizenry. Both of these factors argued for a strong government role in schooling. Finally, the U.S. tradition of decentralized government resulted in decentralized schools, leaving control over schools to the states and thousands of school districts. These cultural, social and political norms resulted in a highly uniform system of curriculum, instruction, and management-the "one best system" (Tyack, 1974) . This basic structure of public education went relatively unchanged, even unchallenged, from the latter part of the 19 th century to well into the second half of the 20 th century. The first cracks started to appear as an unintended consequence of the Supreme Court's Brown decision in 1954. The Court's decision threatened the authority of states and local school boards in the South to continue the practice of de jure racial segregation of students. Around the same time, 1957, the Soviet Union launched the Sputnik spacecraft, a technological achievement that raised concerns over U.S. scientific competency and the adequacy of its educational system. Additional pressures began to develop by the late-1970s and early-1980s. As noted by Harris & Herrington (2006) , average scores on the SAT were apparently (although, in retrospect, not actually)
plummeting and there was widespread belief that schools had lowered academic standards and shifted away from rigorous academic content. This apparent decline in educational quality was then blamed, in A Nation at Risk (National Commission on Excellence in Education, 1983) , for the problems of the U.S. economy-high inflation, high unemployment, and heavy competition from Asian nations where, coincidentally or not, achievement test scores were higher. This combination of factors created strong pressure for change and "reform" of the traditional public school system.
A final crack in the public education armor, and the topic of the present study, came from the general trend toward marketization and privatization in all aspects of government. As the country was reeling from economic challenges, particularly from Japan and other Asian countries in the 1980s, popular management analyses suggested that companies who seemed to be faring the best in the U.S. were ones who had adopted the principles of decentralization and entrepreneurialism. A best-selling book, In Search of Excellence, identified these as characteristics of companies who were not just surviving but thriving in the new global economy (Peters, 1982) . On a political level, just as the rise of Sputnik had signaled a challenge to U.S. power, the fall of the Soviet Union in the early 1990s signaled a victory over communism and the defeat of the model of strong, centralized government control. Thus in both the public and private spheres, new ways of thinking about government and public delivery of service helped usher in expanded use of markets and privatization into the provision of government services.
These concepts received support from both Republicans who have traditionally supported free markets, as well as some Democrats such as President Clinton whose "third way"
was very much in line with this part of the Republican tradition. 1 It is therefore no surprise that the country's long-standing public educational system also came under the scrutiny of market reasoning.
From this discussion, it might seem that vouchers are part of a forceful trend toward fundamental restructuring of public education. But this is far from certain. To date, 12 states have actually adopted voucher policies and only 130,000 students have utilized vouchers or related forms of choice (Alliance for School Choice, 2005) . 2 While this is a substantial number, and one that continues to grow, it is still only a tiny fraction of the more than 48 million school age children in the United States (National Center for Education Statistics, 2005) . Table 1 summarizes information about some of the earliest and largest of these programs, in Cleveland, Dayton, Milwaukee, and Washington, DC. conversely, school districts could contract out with private schools, but allow parents few choices. Vouchers, by allowing parents to choose private schools, provide both choice and privatization. It has also been argued that vouchers are being promoted on the basis of parental choice, but that the real objective of supporters is to use the popularity of choice as a political vehicle for privatization, an idea that is much more controversial (Carnoy, 2000) . Whatever the purpose, vouchers represent a particular form of school choice that, as we will argue, is unlikely to be the main path of choice in the long term. accountability, the political dynamics behind the eventual adoption of vouchers (section III), the politics of race and segregation and other aspects of Florida's larger political environment (section IV), and the constitutional constraints affecting the adoption and design of voucher programs (section V). In section VI, we argue based on the previous sections that Florida's voucher programs rest on uncertain political and legal ground.
Other states face many of the same legal restrictions-and even stronger political impediments. Therefore, while the adoption of vouchers in Florida probably does signal a continued national trend toward school choice, we find little evidence to suggest that this trend is likely to be in the form of state-level vouchers or, more specifically, in a form that allows the use of state government funds in religious and other private schools without government oversight. Indeed, we argue that the main path to vouchers is likely to be through the federal government and that any state-level vouchers policies would likely be quite limited in the number of students who would utilize them.
II. Florida's Voucher Programs

Voucher Program Descriptions
The Florida Opportunity Scholarship program was the first voucher program adopted in Florida-and the first and only program to be eliminated. The description below focuses on how it worked for the few years it was in place. We discuss in later sections the court decisions that led to this policy change and how the state responded.
A key component of Governor Bush's signature "A+" accountability plan, the adoption of the Opportunity program in 1999 made vouchers available to any student attending a chronically underperforming public school. Starting with the 1998-1999 school year, the state assigned a grade, A-F, to each school based mainly on overall student performance on the Florida Comprehensive Assessment Test (FCAT). If a school received a school grade of "F" for any two years in a four-year period, then the students in that school were eligible for a voucher that could be used at any public school that scored a school grade of "C" or better-or at a private school that enrolled in the program and had available slots. Eligibility was based on overall school performance, thus individual students who scored high on the FCAT would be eligible if they attended schools whose overall student performance is low. (As we will see, all three programs use the word "scholarship" instead of "voucher." Because voucher is a more generally recognized term, we use the term voucher throughout the paper, except when first introducing each program. 7 )
Eligibility for the Opportunity voucher worked somewhat differently in the first year. Because the A-F scale did not arise until 1998-99, students in F schools were eligible if they received a "low-performing" designation in 1997-98 and an F grade in 1998-99. Two schools were eligible in the first year using this approach. After the second year of the school grading, four schools had received grades of "F" in the preceding two years. However, this number fell to two in the second year, meaning that only students in these two schools were eligible for the voucher. 8 Of the approximately 900 students in these two elementary schools, a little more than 100 chose to act on their eligibility to choose another school. Of these, close to 70 chose to apply for a voucher to a private school. However, the number of available slots in eligible local private schools was close to 50. It is also important to note that those students who had already utilized vouchers could continue to do so even if the public school they originally attended had improved and was no longer an Opportunity voucher school.
As of the 2004-05 school year, of the approximately 10,000 students eligible, there were 763 students utilizing vouchers to attend private schools. Of these, the percentage voucher users who are black is considerably higher than the state average (23 percent statewide versus 61 percent using the vouchers) while the percentages for Hispanic students are similar to the state average (23 percent statewide versus 33 percent using the voucher).
There are eligibility requirements for both the families and the private schools that accept their children as Opportunity voucher students. Families must agree to comply with the policies of the schools including provisions such as dress codes, attendance requirements, and parent volunteer expectations. In addition, the public school district in which the student lives, along with child's parents, are jointly responsible for administering the state assessment annually to each voucher student. However, the state does not specify a minimum standard nor does it publicly report individual or average scores of voucher students in private schools.
The Florida law also establishes general requirements for fiscal and curricular soundness that private schools must meet in order to accept voucher students. 9 An additional noteworthy requirement is that private schools must accept the voucher as full payment for tuition and fees. This requirement is important because it means that private schools cannot charge additional tuition that might prevent low-income parents from participating. In addition, private (and public) schools must agree to admit students on a first-come, first-served basis and without regard to academic outcomes. Schools cannot refuse admission based on religious or other beliefs or require students to participate in any religious observances. As we will see below, private schools that participate in the voucher program are not required to comply with a wide variety of laws that apply to public schools, a fact that has played an important role in court challenges to the state's voucher policies. 
Discussion of Voucher Program Features
One key dimension along which the Florida voucher programs vary, as described above, is in the degree to which they target specific student groups, based on income, achievement, or participation in programs. The Corporate Tax Credit voucher is targeted explicitly to low-income students. The Opportunity voucher is targeted to students in academically low-performing schools although, as indicated earlier, these schools include students primarily from families that are predominantly low-income and minority.
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Finally, the McKay is targeted to students with disabilities who for the most part exhibit low achievement levels, but whose families have a wide income range.
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The programs also have some differences that are not evident from Table 2 . Most importantly, the Corporate Tax Credit voucher is not actually a voucher program but rather a tax credit. The money being used to assign children to private schools, in this case, is "donated" (with dollar-for-dollar tax savings) by private corporations and therefore never passes through any government entity. For this same reason, the Corporate Tax Credit voucher is also different from "tuition tax credit" programs being considered in other states that allow parents to write off a set amount of tuition costs from personal, rather than corporate, income taxes. The distinction between vouchers and tax credits is, in some ways, arbitrary. In the case of vouchers, the government collects taxes and then uses state revenue to underwrite the vouchers to private schools. In the case of tax credits, the government reduces the revenue it collects by a set amount and requires that this be used for tuition. While it could be argued that this is largely a difference in accounting, the courts have indicated that there are important legal differences (Lemon v. Kurtzman, 1971; Rosenberger v. Regents, 1995) . By keeping the money out of government hands, tuition tax credits further distance the government from religion and therefore avoid some legal issues surrounding the separation of church and state (see further legal discussion below). In addition to this legal difference, there is a political difference between vouchers and tax credits-tax credits can be promoted as tax cuts whereas vouchers require the collection of revenue.
Vouchers and tax credits are also different from other forms of school choice. By conventional definitions, vouchers can only be used to send children to private schools and therefore provide both choice and privatization simultaneously. In contrast, a "voucher" that is used to send children to other public schools is really public school choice. Thus, the Florida Opportunity and McKay programs represent both vouchers and public school choice. Charter schools also represent a middle ground because these schools, depending on the state and even the specific school, may be run by either governments, non-profits or for-profits. In this sense, charter schools provide choice and some degree of privatization, but the specific amount depends on state policy and implementation.
One of the basic premises of parental choice programs is that parents will make good educational decisions for their children and that they therefore are an important source of oversight and accountability for the performance of schools. This parental or "market-based" accountability is distinct from "government-based" accountability in which the government attempts to measure educational outcomes and provide rewards and sanctions to students and educators based on performance (Harris & Herrington, 2006) . The two forms of accountability are of course not mutually exclusive, although, in the case of the Florida voucher programs, oversight and accountability are almost entirely in the hands of parents. Recall that students in the McKay and Corporate Tax
Credit voucher programs are tested only at the request of the parent and those using the Opportunity voucher are tested, but these results are not made public or used for government-based rewards or punishments. Further, there is a separate legislative mandate expressly prohibiting the state department of education from regulating, controlling, approving, or accrediting private educational institutions (Florida Statutes §1002.42(2h)). 17 As we will see in section IV, the fact that private schools are not held accountable by the state government in ways similar to public schools poses a significant legal hurdle based on the wording of Florida's state constitution.
III. Accountability in Florida: A Political and Legislative History
Florida's Long History of Accountability
The adoption of the above voucher policies are far from aberrations in the long history of educational policy in Florida. Indeed, no state over the past several decades has a longer or more persistent record of employing accountability and assessment as a reform strategy (Herrington & MacDonald, 2001) . Florida was the first state in the nation to require:
• Annual testing of every student in select grades and subjects every year (1973)
• A high school exit exam for receipt of a high school diploma (1978)
• A college sophomore exit exam for advancement to upper division (1984).
Between 1970 and 2000, Florida repeatedly enacted into law comprehensive educational reform packages, all with the word "accountability" prominently in their titles. The 1973 Education Accountability Act-one of the first and arguably the most comprehensive of any that have followed-called for state curriculum standards to be set in all core subjects and for students to be tested in every grade. The assessments were to allow for comparisons among students, schools, districts, states and other countries. The
Education Accountability Act of 1976, which sought to implement the earlier act, reduced the testing to only two subjects (mathematics and reading) and to its administration in with this tighter protocol, the state identified 158 public schools in Florida as "critically low" performing (FDOE, 2004) . This school grading system evolved over the next few years and served as the basis for the A-F school grading system that featured prominently in the 1999 A+ Plan and is used to determine eligibility for the Opportunity voucher.
Given Florida's historical interest in educational reform-especially accountability-it is perhaps unsurprising that the state has been one the most aggressive in pursuing vouchers as a reform strategy. The reasons why Florida identified accountability as a key reform strategy so early, and stayed with it so long, have long been a subject of debate. Two main reasons have been suggested. One is that because
Florida has historically contributed a large portion of the funds for school, it felt it had the right and the obligation to oversee its effectiveness, hence the accountability measures. Two, the poor performance of Florida's school children on national assessments legitimated a more active state role. Florida has suffered from one of the highest dropout rates in the country (Herrington & MacDonald, 2001 ). Also, scores on the National Assessment of Educational Progress (NAEP) have routinely placed Florida in the lowest third or even lowest quartile in the nation. However, other, especially Southern, states share many of these qualities and they have pursued very different policy strategies compared with Florida.
Though the groundwork was clearly laid, the significance of the extension of previous accountability designs to vouchers should not be under-underestimated. While relatively few students so far are using vouchers, the use of government funds for education at private and religious schools is a fundamental challenge to the traditional public education system and its constituencies. Not surprisingly, such a significant change was far from inevitable and came only after some contentious and closely fought political battles, the topic to which we now turn.
The Adoption of Voucher and Tax Credit Legislation
As indicated above, Florida's two voucher and tax credit programs were adopted The bill, however, failed to gather sufficient support in the Legislature.
A year later, Jeb Bush attempted another run at the gubernatorial seat and made vouchers central to his educational reform platform. In an effort to reach out to black voters, whose support for him had been weak four years earlier, Bush argued for vouchers less as a remedy for "micromanagement" of public schools, as he had said earlier, than as an opportunity for all parents to exert the same choice in the selection of schools that more affluent parents had always had through the choice of private schools.
As the campaign progressed, Bush mentioned choice and vouchers less frequently and the focus remained on the broader components of the A+ Plan, especially the use of rewards and sanctions based on student test scores.
Bush's victory in 1998 created a political environment that was the first of its kind in Florida in over a century-one-party Republican control of the Executive Office and both houses of the Legislature (see later discussion). The Republican-controlled
Legislature was eager to support the new governor who had made education a clear priority. Bush also campaigned on fiscal conservatism. It was therefore likely that the new governor's educational program would be bold, but not too costly.
The A+ plan, which passed on the last day of the 1999 legislative session, was both. Most important here is the fact that it established the first of the three voucher programs, the Opportunity voucher program. Despite all the factors working in its favor, its passage was far from assured initially as it became part of a larger horse-trading among Republicans. Also, Democrats fought hard to amend the bill-in particular, to increase oversight over the private schools and to shift eligibility away from lowperforming schools to low-performing students-but, in the end, it passed almost exactly as Bush had proposed it. In the Senate, the legislation passed 25-15 with unanimous support from Republicans and all but one of the opposing votes from Democrats. In the 
IV. The Larger Political Environment
We now consider the place of vouchers within the larger political environment in the state. We start by discussing the central role of racial politics surrounding the issue and follow this with a discussion of the state's broader political culture, including support for privatization of government services.
The Changing Politics of Race and Choice
We previously mentioned the Supreme Court's Brown decision as one of the defining moments of public education, one that led to fundamental changes in the way people think about their schools. At that time, schools in southern states, including Florida, were segregated by race and the Brown decision made this practice illegal. Less well known is that Brown ushered in a variety of "choice" programs intended to respond to the new federal legal pressure. Unlike the arguments advanced today to support choice, parental choice then was a mechanism to block the integration of blacks and whites in schools. Often the policies gave the appearance of increasing opportunities for minorities but were in truth designed to maintain segregated schools (Gordon, 1994; Rabby, 1999) . 18 Much like the Jim Crow laws that prevented minorities from exercising their right to vote, these misnamed educational "choice" policies prevented parents from exercising their new right to send their children to the school-specifically, the racially integrated school-of their choosing.
Today, the politics of choice in the black community is quite different. One recent poll shows that 57 percent of black adults favor vouchers-and the number increases to 74 percent when the sample is limited to black families with children (Cooper, 2005) . There have also been numerous black leaders strongly and actively supporting vouchers. Polly Williams, a state representative from Milwaukee, was instrumental in promoting vouchers in that city (see Table 1 ) and, later, an advocacy group was created with a similar purpose, the Black Alliance for Educational Options (BAEO). Support has been more tepid, however, in the National Association for the Advancement of Colored People (NAACP), which has long advocated for desegregation.
Kwaze Mfume, then-president and CEO of the national NAACP, stated that "We encourage parents to look at a variety of educational opportunities for their children, whether public or private. However, there is great concern when politicians aggressively seek to spend taxpayers' money on private religious schools at the expense of children attending public schools" (NAACP, 1998) . While opposing the voucher program, this statement also suggests some sympathy with those blacks who support the voucher approach.
Even as blacks remain split on the issue, the level of support is undoubtedly stronger than it has ever been before. Such support might seem counter-intuitive at first, given that choice has been a tool of segregationists and the theoretical and empirical evidence that choice increases segregation (Glomm, Harris, & Lo, 2004) . There are several reasons, however, why choice is probably more appealing to blacks now than in the past. First, the moral imperative of giving minorities the legal option of attending white schools has been achieved. There is no longer a public debate, even in the South, about whether blacks should be legally able to attend schools that are predominantly white. Second, there still remains substantial segregation in the public school system, more than a half-century after Brown (Orfield, 2001) . It may be that the desegregation movement has run its course and that no further gains are likely. Or perhaps further gains are not as desirable. There is now a larger population of black adults with college degrees who are better positioned to support and administer schools on their own.
Moreover, black students now have relatively greater access to school funding and specific resources such as small classes (Boozer, 1992; Card & Krueger, 1992; Harris & Herrington, 2006) . A final reason that might explain blacks' willingness to support choice is the simple fact that a quality education has become so central to achieving social and economic success in today's society. Therefore, if choice is seen as a way to improve quality, and segregation is seen as less important than in the past, then school choice may become a more attractive educational policy.
The above discussion regarding choice and the black community arguably applies to most states in the country. The state ranks 15 th in the nation with a black population that is roughly 14 percent of the state total (U.S. Census Bureau, 2006a) . But what makes Florida's racial politics truly distinctive is that another minority group-Hispanicsrepresent an even larger share. With 17 percent of the population being Hispanic, the state ranks 7 th in the nation. This translates into roughly one million Hispanic voters (Dunkelberger, 2005) that is widely considered to be an important swing vote in the state (Word, 2004 (Cotterell, 2006) . Some examples of government responsibilities that have been recently privatized include hiring private companies to collect child support payments, to identify felons on voter registration rolls, to operate public parks, and to license and monitor regulated professions such as engineers (Wasson, 2001) . But perhaps the strongest evidence that Bush is taking privatization to a new level is his current attempt to privatize the $15 billion Medicaid system, which, if successful, would be arguably the largest state-level privatization effort in American history.
The success of these privatization efforts is less clear cut, however. The stated intention is to save money and improve efficiency by avoiding state bureaucracy. But there is a general sense that the privatization of government services has lacked oversight (Barnett, Miracle, & Vogel, 2006) and "the state has had some costly, complex flops in contracting" (Cotterell, 2006) . The most commonly cited example is the contract for the personnel system for state employees-also, the state's largest contract.
Broader State Political Climate
Florida's political culture is also distinctive for other reasons. Further, the Republican legislators were determined to exert their new-found power in the chambers and to avoid the in-fighting that they had observed among Democrats when they were in power. They were equally determined to support their new Republican governor.
It is possible to exaggerate, however, the importance of this shift in party control for the political views of the state. From 1980-1995, the self-reported political ideology (conservative, middle of the road, liberal) has remained almost unchanged and views on specific issues have actually become somewhat less conservative (Parker, 1996) . Going back even further, Florida has supported Republicans in 11 of the 14 Presidential elections since 1948, despite being controlled by Democrats throughout most of that period (Huckshorn, 1998) . In short, Florida remains the moderately conservative state that it has always been.
The state has also long been inhospitable to one of the interest groups that has been a pillar of the Democratic Party nationally-labor unions. Florida, due to provisions in the state constitution, is a "right to work" state, requiring employers to be open to non-union members even where unions are present. The constitution also makes it illegal for public employees, including teachers, to strike. Partly as a result, unions have organized few workers in the state and therefore have little political power (Parker, 1998 
V. Constitutional Constraints
The initial whirl of political activity around vouchers has recently been followed by a complex series of legal challenges that have resulted in court decisions that have mostly gone against these programs. One issue in the Florida courts, as well as nationally, has been the separation of church and state. However, as we will see, the legal challenges in Florida have also involved state constitutional provisions that the education system be "public" and "uniform."
Separation of Church and State
Given that most private schools are religious, it is perhaps unsurprising that the separation of church and state, as required by the First Amendment of the U.S.
Constitution, is the most commonly advanced argument against vouchers at both the state and federal levels. In the courts, the amendment is interpreted based on a three-pronged Ohio (see Table 1 ), a majority of the Supreme Court ruled that the program was constitutional because it was neutral with respect to any particular religion-that is, the money could be used at schools associated with any religion and did not single one outand because the decisions regarding whether and where to use the vouchers were being made by parents rather than the government, thus these were considered private choices that avoided the appearance of government sponsorship of religion.
The U.S. Constitution is, however, less restrictive than many state constitutions. This is due in large part to a now-century old campaign by Congressman James Blaine of 
Uniformity and Public Schools
Separation of church and state is not the only-or even the main-legal obstacle to vouchers in Florida. In 1885, the state constitution was amended to read that "the Legislature shall provide for a uniform system of public free schools." The specific wording has changed over the years and with the most recent changes in 1998, the key wording now says that the state must make "adequate provision . . . for a uniform, efficient, safe, secure, and high quality system of free public schools." Despite the recent change, two key words-"uniform" and "public schools"-have remained unchanged since 1885. The significance of these words has been clear from the initial decision of the trial court all the way through the Florida Supreme Court's final ruling on the matter.
The earlier discussion focused on the trial court's eventual decision that the Opportunity voucher violated the "no aid" provision; however, the initial trial court decision was that the Opportunity voucher violated only the "public" and "uniformity"
provisions. The switch to the "no aid" provision, which was not mentioned in the initial ruling, did not occur until after the District Court of Appeals rejected the initial reasoning and remanded the case back to the trial court for further consideration. The trial court again ruled that the Opportunity voucher was unconstitutional, this time on the basis of "no aid," and this decision was subsequently affirmed by the First District Court.
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In the final appeal, the Supreme Court was silent on the "no aid" provision and returned to the reasoning used in the initial trial court decision, focusing on the "public"
and "uniformity" provisions. The Court rejected the program for three reasons (Bush v.
Holmes, 2006): First, the justices noted that "The OSP [Opportunity voucher] violates this provision by devoting the state's resources to the education of children within our state through means other than a system of free public schools." Second, the court reasoned that "the OSP does not supplement the public education system. Instead, the OSP diverted funds that would otherwise be provided to the system of free public schools." These two arguments focus mainly on the constitutional requirement that the system of public education must be "public." Finally, the Court concluded that by excluding private voucher schools from the regulations applied to public schools, the vouchers necessarily created a non-uniform system. The court pointed out the general, and often explicit, lack of oversight by the government over private schools accepting voucher students and referred specifically to examples such as teacher certification and curriculum standards that are required of public schools but not of participating private schools.
Collectively, the series of court decisions on the Opportunity voucher mean that the state constitution would have to be amended in three ways to make the Opportunity voucher program constitutional: While the U.S. Supreme Court's decision in Zelman largely puts to rest the federal challenge under the Establishment clause, Florida's District Court rejecting the opportunity voucher based on the "no aid" provision still limits the use of public funds to provide education in religious private schools. 23 In addition, the Florida Supreme Court's decision means that the words "uniform" and "public" would have to be dropped or otherwise modified to be less restrictive. These are of course long-term responses. For the short-term, the state has eliminated the Opportunity voucher, but allowed students previously using these vouchers to continue to do so through the Corporate Tax Credit, which has not yet been challenged in the courts. 24 No new voucher students can be added under the Opportunity voucher eligibility requirements, though these students can apply for the CTC or McKay, under the rules discussed earlier.
Given that all but two states include these same provisions in their own state constitutions (Thro, 1993) , it is likely that similar legal challenges would await programs in other states if the vouchers policies were designed in similar ways. The presence of the "uniformity" clause may also mean that the traditional "one best system" form of education may represent not only a policy preference but a constitutionally required responsibility of state government.
VI. Florida and the Future of Vouchers
The discussion in this study presents a paradox. On the one hand, Florida, like most other states, has a constitution that significantly limits the adoption and design of vouchers. The state's constitution would have to be significantly amended to allow for vouchers like the Opportunity program and this may be true of the state's other voucher programs as well, although no court decisions have been made. While a large number of state constitutions share similar wording, until more voucher programs are adopted and court challenges initiated, it is unclear whether the provisions in other states will be interpreted in similar ways. Because "uniformity" and "public schools" are fairly vague terms and given little elaboration, the results of such court challenges are far from clear and courts in other states, while they may be influenced by the Florida decisions, are not bound by them.
While Florida is similar to other states in its constitutional provisions, it has a distinctive, perhaps even unique, political soil that supports the growth of vouchers. In addition to the issue of policy adoption, the discussion here provides insight into how voucher policies might be designed. If the recent history of voucher programs is any indication, it is likely that state-level policymakers will continue to target these programs to low-income populations and other disadvantaged populations. For both legal and political reasons, future state-level voucher programs may also be limited to tuition tax credits, but this creates a dilemma. Because tuition tax credits require families to pay tuition up front, and receive reimbursement later, they may prevent low-income families from participating. Therefore, the actual usage of vouchers may be small even when adopted. The answers to these questions, while unknown, will have a significant influence over the future adoption and design of vouchers. Even when adopted in a limited form, such as tuition tax credits for low-income students, vouchers represent another fundamental break with the nearly century-old idea of a "one best system." As the experience of the Brown decision highlights, once such a rethinking occurs, it can completely reorient the political and legal landscape, in ways that make it exceedingly difficult to make long-term predictions. The first group consisted of applicants whose families earned less than 100% the federal poverty index; the second group consisted of applicants whose families earned between 100% and 200% of the poverty level index; the third group consisted of applicants whose families earned more than 200% the federal poverty index. When the number of applicants in the first two groups exceeded the number of available vouchers, the lottery occurred amongst applicants in the first two groups and the remaining vouchers were made available to the third group. Beginning in 2004, available scholarships were first awarded to eligible kindergarten students, with priority given to families who were in the lowest income category. Remaining scholarships were awarded to families of students in first through eighth grades using a random lottery, again with priority given to families within the lowest income levels. 6 In Dayton, students must now submit standardized test scores to show improvement. The percentage of tuition covered depends on family income. 7 The term "scholarship" normally refers to an award for strong academic outcomes. As discussed in the text, the vouchers in these programs, in contrast, are more likely to be received by students who have low academic outcomes. The use of the term scholarship is itself an interesting aspect of the politics of vouchers, although one that is outside the scope of the present study. 8 The drop in the number of F schools was initially attributed to the pressures placed on schools by the voucher threat, although subsequent analyses have shown that the effects were small and that some of the effect initially attributed to vouchers was actually the result of the "scarlet letter" effect that induced schools to improve their scores because of the negative public attention of low school grades (Harris, 2001) . There is also some question as to whether these effects represent real learning gains or whether schools simply focused more on tested material and test preparation. 9 Private schools participating in the Opportunity and other voucher programs must demonstrate "fiscal soundness." This can be accomplished by being in operation for one school year, providing evidence that the school is insured and the owner or owners have sufficient capital or credit to operate the school, or by providing a letter of credit for the amount equal to the opportunity scholarship funds. Private schools must also notify the Florida Department of Education and the school district in whose service area the school is located of its intent to participate in the program by May 1 of the previous school year and indicate the number of slots being opened to voucher students. They must also comply with the antidiscrimination provisions and meet state and local health and safety laws and codes; use accredited instructional practices and curricula; furnish a school profile which includes student performance; employ or contract with teachers who hold a baccalaureate or higher degree, or have at least three years of teaching experience in public or private schools, or have special skills, knowledge, or expertise that qualifies them to provide instruction in subjects taught; and comply with all state statutes relating to private schools (FDOE, 2006) . 10 The dollar value of the McKay voucher is identical to what the state provides to public schools for special education students. The average value of the voucher is $6,897 (FDOE, 2006 All private schools are eligible to participate. However, to be eligible to receive McKay voucher students, a private school must be a Florida private school, may be sectarian or nonsectarian, and must demonstrate fiscal soundness; comply with the antidiscrimination provisions; meet state and local health and safety laws and codes; be academically accountable to the parent for meeting the educational needs of the student; employ or contract with teachers who hold baccalaureate or higher degrees or have at least 3 years of teaching experience in public or private schools, or have special skills, knowledge, or expertise that qualifies them to provide instruction in subjects taught; comply with all state laws relating to general regulation of private schools; and, adhere to the tenets of its published disciplinary procedures prior to the expulsion of a scholarship student. If the parent chooses the private school option, the parent of the student must notify the school district 60 days prior to the first scholarship payment and before entering the private school in order to be eligible for the scholarship when a space becomes available for the student in the private school. In order to be eligible for the McKay scholarship, a student must have been enrolled and reported for funding in a Florida public school during the October and February FTE surveys (Grades K-12). The student must also have an Individual Education Plan (IEP) and have completed a year of kindergarten. 13 One of the non-profit scholarship funding organizations, Children First Florida, serves students in 43 counties comprising all of north, central and east Florida. Florida PRIDE serves 19 counties including west and south Florida. YES! Opportunities serves students in Marion and four surrounding counties. 14 Of Florida's three scholarship programs, only the Corporate Tax Credit Scholarship Program has seen a slight decline in student participation. This decline is due to variables such as uncertainty in scholarship contributions, transportation challenges, and families not meeting income levels or renewal timelines. (FDOE, 2005) . 15 According to a study by Green and Winters (2003) , these schools serve populations that are 88 percent of their students are enrolled in the free or reduced price lunch program, 18 percent are limited English proficient, and one percent are white. 16 In a study of one Florida school district, Duval County, Weidner (2005) finds that more than 30 percent of McKay voucher users have family incomes above $50,000 per year. The overall distribution of income for McKay users is also quite similar to parents of special education students who remain in the public school system. 17 The statute reads, "It is the intent of the Legislature not to regulate, control, approve, or accredit private educational institutions, but to create a database where current information may be obtained relative to the educational institutions of this state coming within the provision of this section as a service to the public, to governmental agencies, and to other interested parties. It is not the intent of the Legislature to regulate, control, or monitor, expressly or implicitly, churches, their ministries, or religious instruction, freedoms, or rites…" 18 Rabby (1999) writes that in the aftermath of Brown, "many states . . . were able to forestall integration by developing ingenious desegregation 'plans' that appeared on the surface not to violate the intent of the Court. These so-called pupil placement or freedom-of-choice plans were meant to dissuade all but the most courageous and determined blacks from applying to white schools" (p.201). In addition, Rabby describes how states implemented private school funding plans to allow whites to leave schools that were threatened with segregation. 19 Frustrated with their new status as members of the minority party, long-time Democratic Reps. Everett Kelly of Tavares and Harry Goode of Melbourne announced in 1997 that they would serve out their twoyear terms as Democrats but ran for reelection in 1998 as Republicans (Hollis, Capital Bureau, 1997) . In May of 1997, state Rep. Sandy Murman of Tampa returned to the Republican Party she left in 1996. Hollis (1997) reported that Representative Durell Peaden of Crestview also became a Republican in 1997, joining a number of legislators who believed the Democratic Party was too liberal for them and their constituents. 20 The source for the foreign-born population is the U.S. Census Bureau (2006b) . The largest state-to-state migration in the United States is from New York to Florida, a move made by more than 300,000 U.S. citizens between 1995 and 2000 (U.S. Census Bureau, 2003) .
